
 
 

MEDIA RELEASE  
 

Whitworth Locke: Manchester’s luxury destination for today’s traveller  
 

 
 
Located in the heart of Manchester, Whitworth Locke is a luxurious aparthotel that is designed to 
reflect the changing needs of today’s traveller. The 160-studio property is centered around a glass 
atrium and includes a crossfit gym, third wave coffee house, exclusive pop-up cocktail bar and co-
working spaces.  
 
Each studio revolves around Locke’s designer living spaces, allowing guests to surround 
themselves in space and comfort. The result is a modern take on an aspirational second home with 
bespoke bathrooms and fully fitted kitchens that are ideal for both short and long stays.  
 
Previously three cotton export mills – one of which is grade 2 listed in the Scottish Baronial Style - 
the venue was transformed by acclaimed New York architects and designers Grzywinski+Pons. The 
building was knitted together by a magnificent glass atrium which features The Conservatory, an 
exclusive pop-up cocktail bar.  
 
The interiors are designed with a blush colour palette, opulent textiles and colourways of sage, 
taupe, apricot and terracotta that are complimented by dark tones to create a noir luxury aesthetic. 
 
Whitworth Locke’s own crossfit gym, The Locker Room, is a premium fitness space that includes 
equipment for bodyweight exercises, a hydration and cool down space and offers regular 
complimentary classes for guests, including yoga and guided meditation.  
 
The property also houses FDN Whitworth, of Manchester’s renowned Foundation Coffee,  
providing a backdrop where people can taste third wave coffee and socialise. Plus, the co-working 
space available for guests and city residents, creates a destination where guests can combine rest, 
leisure and work.  
 
For further information or to make a reservation, visit:  
https://lockeliving.com/whitworth-locke/  
 



 
 

Ends 
 
For further information please contact Lyndsey Taylor-Whitelaw or Alice Taylor on 0131 561 
8628 or email lockehotels@stripecommunications.com  

Notes to Editors 
Whitworth Locke includes 

● 160 Studios and suites 
● Bespoke designer furniture and smeg kitchens 
● 24/7 Reception & House Host team 
● Foundation Coffee Coffee Shop & Espresso Martini Bar 
● The Conservatory Pop Up Bar 
● Locke Shop in partnership with selected designers 
● Co-working space  
● Functional Gym & Yoga Studio 
● Super-fast free Wi-Fi 
● Regular events 

 
About Locke Hotels 
Locke aims to engage with travellers that have an expectation for personal awakening and the 
opportunity to forge spontaneous connections with like-minded travellers and locals. Celebrating 
the character and social fabric of each locality, Locke creates destinations that inspire and connect 
through mindful design and meaningful human connection and offer much more than just a place 
to sleep. 
For more information, please visit: www.lockeliving.com  
 
About edyn: 

edyn has been an industry pioneer in extended stay living for over 20 years.  The group has built an 
extensive range of serviced apartments and aparthotels across our four brands including Locke, 
SACO, The Wittenberg and The Moorgate, alongside a wider partner network, developing a global 
supply chain of over 80,000 apartments in 260 key locations. 
  
edyn is founded on a philosophy that travel should be a rich journey of discovery, rewarding 
curiosity with knowledge and inspiration whether travelling for business or leisure. 
 
For more information, please visit: https://www.findingedyn.com/ 
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